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BF-Turbines B140F
Tests the mid-range B140F
turbine from AeroDesignWorks

Turbine Package Contents:
B140F Turbine
ECU (Electronic Control Unit)
ProJET GSU (Ground Support Unit)
Two Solenoid Fuel/Kero Valves
I/O Board
Fuel Pump
Leads
Instruction Manuals
Fuel Tubing
“Y” Festo Connector
Fuel Filter
Filtered Clunk Pickup

Complete B140F package, note the neatly fretted out and very light turbine mounts.

The subject of this month’s test, the
B140F turbine from AeroDesignWorks in
Germany, is the third example of a turbine from this company (formerly BF
Turbines) that I have tested. Although
not yet commonplace at flying fields
around the world, AeroDesignWorks turbines have gained a reputation for qual-
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ity and high performance from the
engines they produce, these consisting
of a large 300 Newton thrust engine,
(B300F), the B100F, which is the lowest
thrust turbine produced, and the mid
range B140F. Of conventional appearance and of the same dimensions as the
B100F, the B140F is a very clean

design, with the now standard kerosene
start plug and temperature sensor being
completely enclosed, allowing for a
totally smooth outer casing, the light
grey main case finish being offset by the
black anodised intake cowling. The
starter bullet continues the impression
of quality given off by the remainder of
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The clean lines and overall tidy appearance of the engine is very evident, as is the quality of construction.

the engine, being machined from alloy
and supported on three legs, making for
an extremely rigid assembly. External
connections comprise fuel and kerostart
tubing connectors and the heavy duty
starter/glow lead plus separate sensor
cable. Note should also be made of the
engine mounts, which are quite wide to
give greater stability, and which are then
fretted away to reduce weight, (and to
give a more appealing appearance!).
A comprehensive package of support
components is supplied with the B140F,
with the well proven, albeit rather large
by modern standards, Hornet III ECU,
together with its matching GSU, a high
quality heavy duty fuel pump, two compact solenoid valves and the I/O board
as well as smaller parts such as fuel filter/s connectors, leads and tubing etc.
As has become standard no battery
pack is supplied due to shipping restrictions, a 3 cell Li-Po pack of at least
2500mAh being recommended.

This view of the intake of the engine shows the tight tolerance
between compressor and inner face of the intake.
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A factory supplied image of the superbly machined compressor.

Another factory supplied image, this time of the cast turbine wheel.
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In case the battery does not have a
matching connector a suitable Multiplex
type lead and connector is included
with the engine, this can be soldered to
the battery lead during the installation
procedure.
The operating manual supplied with the
test engine was written in very clear
English, and covers the safety aspects,
installation and operation very well, the
only very slight criticism being that it
may be a little text heavy – a few more
photos/drawings would make life somewhat simpler for a beginner to turbines.
A separate manual is included for the
ECU, again this is clear and comprehensive and makes the programming and
set-up of the turbine a quick and easy
operation. The B140F comes with a full
two year warranty, suggesting that the
manufacturer has complete confidence
in the engine, always a strong plus point
to any potential purchaser. Regular
maintenance intervals are after 50 hours
running, which is higher than that recommended by some other turbine manufacturers, again suggesting that
AeroDesignWorks have great confidence in their engines.
Mounting of the B140F to the test rig
was very straightforward, and all connections were quickly made so that the
engine was ready to be set-up in preparation for its first start. When first
switched on the language of the GSU
was in German, but it only took a few
seconds to scroll through the menus to
find the language option and change to
English. Once this had been done the
next stage was to programme the ECU
to the radio being used, after which a
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simple press of the button on the I/O
board had both the fuel and kerostart
lines primed with fuel up to the engine.
Talking about fuel, it should be noted
that the manufacturer recommends a
range of fuels as being suitable, including Kerosene and Diesel, and various
oils can also be used, including fully
synthetic 2-stroke oils, these options
being very useful for those without easy
access to Jet A1 and/or turbine oil.
The first start of the B140F proved to be
a complete non-event, the engine igniting immediately and then ramping up
very smoothly and without fuss, the
process taking around 55 seconds to
complete, this including the calibration
procedure. Notably, no flames from the
tailcone were seen at any time during
the start, suggesting that the fuel ramp
programme was matched perfectly to
the engine. Once control had been
passed by the ECU to the radio the running characteristics of the engine were
tested and proved to be excellent, the
B140F being extremely smooth throughout the rpm range, whilst the stability at
the various rpm points used for recording purposes was very good indeed.
Corrected thrust was measured at just
under 137 Newtons, which is slightly
below the nominal 140 Newtons specified, whilst fuel consumption at full throttle was above that specified at 486cc
per minute compared to the 420cc
detailed in the manual. Temperatures
were also somewhat higher than normally seen, although this can be deceiving as the precise position of the temperature sensor in the exhaust gas flow
can make a significant difference as the
exact temperature of the exhaust gas
varies across the rear face of the turbine
wheel.
Acceleration from idle to full power was
exceptionally good, matching the 2.8
seconds claimed, the B140F being one
of the fastest accelerating turbines I
have yet run, whilst deceleration was
similarly fast, both being significantly

The high quality fuel pump supplied with the B140F.

The Hornet III ECU is well protected within this tough outer case.
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better than the average and making life easier for the pilot in
the event of a misjudged approach, when the throttle stick is
rammed open from idle and power is need urgently to avoid
an undershoot or overshoot situation. As is normal, the acceleration from around ¼ stick to full was even faster, reaching
maximum power in not much over a second; it is always the
initial acceleration from idle that tends to be slightly slower.
TSFC (Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption), which is an excellent measure of the efficiency of a turbine engine, proved to
be excellent, and the best so far seen in its thrust class, as
can be seen in the turbine performance chart in this issue.
Overall the B140F is a fine engine, being of excellent quality
and with very good operating characteristics. The running carried out during testing was faultless, with immediate starts and
smooth and powerful performance.
The compact size and relatively light weight of the engine
together with its performance should mean that the B140F
becomes a popular choice to power models requiring a turbine in the 120 to 160 newton thrust category. Alternatively it
should fit into many models designed around 100 Newton turbines, for those that like the ultimate in excitement, and for
whom the more thrust the better!

WEBSITE
www.bf-turbines.de
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B140F on the test stand at the end of the test running.

